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small ones. South Africa is highly diverse. Cape Town and Cane Colony
need not fear comparison with any country culturally, but vast parts o£
the Union are only just emerging from barbarism. Denmark, on the
contrary, ranks uniformly high in all of its small area.
In pairs 16, 18, and 19, three of the world's most advanced countries
(Switzerland, the Netherlands, and Belgium) appear among the small
countries, and are compared with three distinctly backward large coun-
tries (Tibet, Venzuela, and Ethiopia). The two sets of countries go to
opposite extremes in several respects. The three small ones lie in high
latitudes, whereas the others lie in low latitudes (although Tibet extends
quite far north). The small countries border the sea and lie near some
of the world's most powerful and progressive large countries. Tibet
and Ethiopia have no seacoast, and Venezuela lies far from any highly
progressive country except the United States. We think of the three
large countries as highly mountainous, but they are no more so than their
little companion, Switzerland. Moreover, Venezuela possesses vast plains,
the llanos of the Orinoco Valley, and Tibet, in spite of its great height,
has plenty of gently sloping land. Therefore, we cannot ascribe the back-
wardness of the large countries to the relief of the earth's surface. In
pair 17, on the other hand, the large country (Colombia) differs little
from the small one (Salvador), except that its plateau and mountains are
higher. Finally, Turkey with its strenuous attempts to modernize itself
has gone far ahead of Haiti with its large remnants of African barbarism.
In this whole comparison we have found large countries'ahead in 7 of
the pairs in our table, and small countries in the same number. In 6 pairs
we have not been able to say which is more advanced. If we reverse the
comparison, essentially the same result is obtained. By reversal we mean
comparing number 1 among the large countries (the Soviet Republic)
with number 20 (Haiti) among the small ones, number 2 large (Canada)
with number 19 small (Belgium), and so on. Other geographers might
rank the countries a little differently from the way it is done here, but
it is clear that both large and small countries stand at all levels of pros-
perity, industry, progress, and political influences. Although size may
have a great deal to do with a country's ability to remain independent,
it has little to do with progress and prosperity.
Examination of a map shows that neither small nor large countries
are more common in one type of climate than another. It also shows
very plainly that isolation helps a small country to remain independent.
Five of the 20 small countries in our list are isolated by being located on
islands. Eight of the others are helped in the same way by mountains.
Two, Liberia and Panama, are independent only because they have been
under American protection ever since they first became political units.

